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1. Introduction

Starting from the late seventies, the progressively increased availability of synchrotron light sources allowed the execution of experiments requiring a high X-ray flux in a continuous interval [1-4]. Among them, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS, also known as X-ray absorption fine-structure, XAFS) [5-13] in both near (XANES) and post (EXAFS) edge regions, has became in the last decades a powerful characterization technique in all fields of inorganic chemistry such as catalysis [13-17], organometallic and coordination complexes [18], metal nanoparticles [19,20], electrochemical processes [21,22], coordination polymers or metallorganic frameworks [23], bio-organic molecules including metalloproteins [24-27], chemistry of Actinide and transuranic elements [28], solid state chemistry [12,29-31], etc…

In this chapter, we will provide a brief introduction to the basic theory of XAS spectroscopy (Section 2), followed by selected examples having some didactic perspective (Sections 3-7). For space limitation, only a fraction of the subjects mentioned above will be discussed, in particular, the chapter will deal with: the reactivity of the CuCl\textsubscript{2}/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}-based catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination (Section 3); the structure, the electronic configuration and the reactivity of Cp\textsubscript{2}Cr molecules encapsulated in porous solids (section 4); the structural determination of organometallic complexes in solution (Section 5); the structural determination of the UiO-66 and UiO-667 class of...
metallorganic frameworks (Section 6); and the determination of the local structure of on AlxwGa_ywIn_{1-x-w}As/AlxGa_yIn_{1-x-b}As strained heterostructure grown on InP by metallorganic vapour phase epitaxy (Section 7) as an example of space resolved EXAFS applied to a topic pertinent to solid state chemistry.

2. XAS spectroscopy: basic background

The aim of this section is to provide the reader with a concise review of the basic physical principles on which the interpretation EXAFS and XANES data is based. For a more detailed description of the theoretical background and experimental aspects of XAS we refer to the extensive specialized literature (e.g. [5-13]).

2.1. Theoretical background of XAS spectroscopy.

XAS measures the variations of the X-ray absorption coefficient $\mu$ as a function of the incident X-ray energy $E$. According to the Fermi Golden Rule,[32,33] the XAS signal is proportional to the electron transition probability from the core-state $|i>$ of energy $E_i$ to the unoccupied state $|f>$ of energy $E_f$, as expressed by Eq. (1), where the product $\mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{r}$ indicates the electronic transition dipole operator [7], where $\rho_i(occ)$ and $\rho_f(unocc)$ are the densities of initial occupied and final unoccupied states, respectively, and where $\delta(E_f-E_i)$ is a Dirac delta function [12].

$$\mu(E) \propto |<i|\mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{r}|f>|^2 \delta(E_f - E_i - E)\rho_i(occ)\rho_f(unocc)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The behavior of the $\mu(E)$ function is represented in Figure 1b. A general decrease of the absorption with increasing incident energy can be noticed, following approximately the law [13]:

$$\mu(E)/\rho \approx Z^2/\lambda E^3,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\rho$ is the sample density, $Z$ the atomic number and $A$ the atomic mass. This equation holds for a sample containing a unique chemical species like a metal foil, but can be easily generalized for any sample of known composition. In Figure 1b also evident is the presence of the characteristic saw-tooth like edges, whose energy position is a distinctive features of each kind of absorbing atom. These absorption edges correspond to transitions where a core-orbital electron is excited to (i) the free continuum (i.e. when the incident energy is above the ionization energy of the absorber atom) or (ii) unoccupied bond states lying just below the ionization energy. The nomenclature adopted for the edges recalls the atomic orbitals from which the electron is extracted, as shown in Figure 1a: K-edges are related to transitions from orbitals with the principal quantum number $n = 1$ ($1s_{1/2}$), L-edges refers to electron from the $n = 2$ orbitals ($L_1$ to $2s_{1/2}$, $L_2$ to $2p_{1/2}$, and $L_{III}$ to $2p_{3/2}$orbital), and so on for $M, N, …$ edges.

When the energy of the X-ray photon exceeds the ionization limit (case (i) mentioned above), the excited electron (generally named “photoelectron”) has a kinetic energy $E_K$ given by $E_K = h\nu - E_B$, where $E_B$ indicates the electron binding energy, that is typical of the absorption edge ($K, L_1, L_{II}$ or $L_{III}$) of the selected atomic species [13,34]. Once ejected, the photoelectron propagates thorough the sample as a spherical wave diffusing from the absorber atom, with a wavevector of modulus $k$ defined by Eq. (3):

$$k = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \sqrt{2m_eE_K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A close zoom on the energy region in proximity of an absorption edge shows a well defined fine-structure. In particular, only when the absorber is surrounded by neighboring atoms (molecules or crystals) a structure of oscillatory nature modulates the smooth $\mu(E)$ profile at energies above the edge. Figure 1c provides an example for the Cr K-edge spectra of Cp$_2$Cr in different environments and after interaction with CO. Such modulation in the absorption coefficient derives from the interference between the outgoing photoelectron wave diffusing from the absorber and the wavefronts back-scattered by the neighboring atoms [35,36]. In a typical XAS experiment, the energy range probed around the edge is conventionally divided into two different regions (Figure 1c): (i) X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) region: portions of the XAS spectrum just
below and above the edge energy;

(ii) Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region: portion at higher energies in respect to the edge (from tens to hundreds of eV), characterized by the oscillatory modulation in the absorption coefficient.

Hereby, we will briefly discuss the main information that can be extracted from the analysis of each of the two regions listed above.

Figure 1. Part (a): X-ray absorption edges nomenclature and representation of their relation with the atomic orbitals from which the electron is extracted. Part (b): General behaviour of the X-ray absorption coefficient \( \mu/\rho \), see Eq. (2), as a function of the incident X-ray energy \( E \) for O (Z = 8), Al (Z = 13), Cr (Z = 24), Cu (Z = 29), Pd (Z = 46), and Pt (Z = 78). Data obtained from NIST web site http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/tab3.html. Note the logarithmic scale of the ordinate axis. (c) Cr K-edge XAFS of \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr} \) molecule in toluene solvent (dashed line) and hosted inside the cavities of Na-Y zeolite before (light green line) and after (dark green light) interaction with CO [37]. Data collected at BM26A beamline [38] of the ESRF. The conventional division between XANES and EXAFS region and the schematic models of full multiple and single scattering processes, dominating respectively the XANES and EXAFS region, are indicated (color code: absorber atom in magenta; neighbor atoms that back-scatter the photoelectron wave outgoing from the absorber in green). Unpublished figure.

2.2. The XANES region.
The XANES region can be further divided into three main sub-intervals: we can distinguish the pre-edge region, the absorption edge, and the post-edge region, up to 30–50 eV after the edge jump. The investigation of these three portions of the XANES spectrum and the interpretation of the different physical phenomena governing their characteristic features provides plenty of information, both of electronic and structural nature [39].

The pre-edge region can include well defined components, related to electronic transitions from the core level to empty bound states [40], as for example the unoccupied states of the narrow d-band lying just above the Fermi energy in transition metals. The features of the pre-edge peaks are directly influenced by the Density of the States (DOS) and the states occupancy, therefore their
investigation is extremely helpful in unraveling the electronic structure of molecules and complexes [7,11]. Moreover, the intensity of pre-edge peaks is governed by the selection rules for dipolar transitions, which can be relaxed depending on the local symmetry around the absorber atom [41]. Pre-edge features related to transitions that are forbidden in the purely dipolar case can however clearly appear in the XANES spectrum, hence providing information about the geometrical coordination environment of the absorber.

The energy position of the absorption edge is sensitive to oxidation state of the absorber due to the charge-shielding effect on the ionization energy: practically a higher oxidation number corresponds to a edge shift towards higher energies [31,42-45]. In addition, the edge location is influenced by the coordination geometry, which ultimately is determined by the molecular orbitals energy position [37,46,47].

The edge and post-edge regions are particularly sensible to the geometrical arrangement of the neighboring atoms in the restricted local cluster around the absorber. This makes XANES a very powerful instrument for direct structural characterization in a wide range of systems, including solids [31,45], solutions [48], surfaces [49] metal nanoparticles [50], and biological samples [51]. The relation between geometrical features and XANES response mainly depends on the multiple scattering processes (Figure 1c) of the excited photoelectron after the ionization threshold, which dominates with respect to the single scattering event due to the lowered photoelectron energy. Moreover, the first 10 eV after the ionization limit are in many cases influenced also by other kinds of physical interactions, directly dependent on the properties of the investigated sample (so-called “shape resonances” in molecules, core excitons in crystals, unoccupied local electronic states in metal and insulators [52]).

2.3. The EXAFS region.

The EXAFS region of the spectrum is located at higher energies and is characterized by the modulation of the absorption coefficient $\mu(E)$. Such feature is caused by the interference between the X-ray waves diffused by the absorber atom and back-scattered by its neighbors. Hence, EXAFS oscillations can be related via Fourier transform to a specific spatial arrangement of the atoms in the local environment of the absorber, bridging the energy space to the real distances $r$-space. This crucial point is at the basis of the EXAFS analysis procedure developed after the milestone works of Sayers, Lytle and Stern [35,36,53].

The higher photoelectron kinetic energy in the EXAFS region implies that the phenomenon is no more dominated by the full multiple scattering regime, that instead dominate in the XANES region [53]; consequently data analysis can be performed using the simpler Fourier transform operation [35];

The EXAFS signal $\chi(E)$ is generally expressed as the oscillatory part of the $\mu(E)$ function, normalized to the edge-jump, i.e. $\chi(E) = [\mu(E) - \mu_d(E)]/\Delta\mu_d(E)$, where $\mu_d(E)$ is the atomic-like background absorption and $\Delta\mu_d(E)$ the normalization factor. Above the absorption edge, the energy $E$ can be substituted with the photoelectron wave-vector $k$ using Eq. (3), therefore obtaining the EXAFS function $\chi(k)$. The relation between the modulation of the $\chi(k)$ signal and the structural parameters is provided by the EXAFS formula that, in the single scattering approximation, is reported in Eq. (4).

$$\chi(k) = S_0^2 \sum_i N_i F_i(k) e^{-2\sigma_i^2 k^2} e^{-2\sigma_i^2 k^2} \sin \left[2kr_i + 2\delta_i(k) + \theta_i(k) \right] \frac{k^2 r_i^2}{k r_i^2} \tag{4}$$

$S_0^2$ is the overall amplitude reduction factor; the index $i$ runs over all the different shells of neighboring atoms around the absorber, $F_i(k)$ is the back-scattering amplitude as a function of $k$ for each shell, in $N_i$ is the coordination number (number of equivalent scatterers), $\sigma_i$ is the Debye-Waller factor accounting for thermal and static disorder. The parameter $r_i$ indicates the interatomic distance of the $i$-th shell from the central absorber. The phase shift of the photoelectron is distinguished in two contributions, related to the absorber ($2\delta_i$) and to the scatterer ($\theta_i$).
In Eq. (4) the electron back-scattering amplitude $F_i(k)$ is measured in Å [54,55]. Indeed $F_i(k)$ defines the weight that the i-th neighbor has in the overall EXAFS signal. As the electron scattering is mainly performed by the electron clouds of the neighbor atoms, it is evident that $F_i(k)$ will be larger for larger Z neighbors. Consequently, as was the case for X-ray scattering, EXAFS will be less efficient in the detection of low Z neighbors and the discrimination among neighbors having similar Z will be critical. When the difference in Z is sufficiently large, then both back-scattering amplitude $F_i(k)$ and phase shift functions are markedly different to allow an easy discrimination between the different neighbors.

The presence of the phases terms $2\delta(k) + \alpha(k)$ inside the sinus function is the reason why the FT of the raw $k^2\chi(k)$ functions always reports a peak in R-space at 0.2-0.4 Å shorter distance with respect to the true distance. Only a phase corrected FT results in a distances distributions in R-space centered around the correct value, vide infra the discussion in Section 3.2.1 and Figure 2b,c,d.

The term $\lambda(k)$ is the energy-dependent photoelectron mean free path, typically few Å [56], determining the local nature of the technique that can investigate only up to $\approx 5$–8 Å around the photo-excited atom. This apparent limitation of EXAFS is conversely a big advantage in the investigation of disordered materials like glasses or liquids as the long range order is not required [57].

Coming to the Debye-Waller term exp($-2\sigma_i^2k^2$), it has the same physical origin of the term exp($-q^2u^2/6$) used to refine diffraction experiments [58,59]. Actually the thermal parameters $\sigma_i^2$, measured in an EXAFS experiment, and $u_{n,a}^2, u_{n,b}^2, u_{n,c}^2$ measured in a diffraction experiment, represents two different aspects of the atomic vibrations in crystals. The anisotropic mean squared displacements $u_{n,a}^2, u_{n,b}^2, u_{n,c}^2$, or the isotropic mean squared displacement $u_n^2$ measure how the n-th atom vibrates inside the unit cell along a, b and c directions ($u_n^2$ being an average of $u_{n,a}^2, u_{n,b}^2, u_{n,c}^2$). The $\sigma_i^2$ parameter measures how the couple of atoms absorber–i-th shell neighbor vibrates along the direction that connect these two atoms. This means that in case of strongly correlated vibrations, the scatterer and the absorber can vibrate in phase, resulting in a low $\sigma_i^2$ parameter and in a larger $u_n^2$ parameter.

The standard EXAFS formula, Eq. (4), provides a convenient parameterization for fitting the local atomic structure around the absorbing atom to the experimental EXAFS data [60] The dependence of the oscillatory structure of the EXAFS signal on interatomic distance and energy is clearly reflected in the sin($2k r_i$) term. The strength of the interfering waves depends on the type and number of neighboring atoms through the backscattering amplitude $F_i(k)$ and the coordination number $N_i$, and hence is primarily responsible of the magnitude of the EXAFS signal. Once the phase and amplitude functions have been independently measured on model compounds or ab initio computed, the structural parameters $N_i, r_i, \text{and } \sigma_i$, can be determined in a least square approach where the difference between the experimental and the modeled $k^2\chi(k_i)$ function is minimized along all the sampled experimental points $k_i$. The minimization routine can be done either in k-space, directly on the measured $k^2\chi(k_i)$ function, or in r-space, working on the Fourier-transformed functions. So, for each coordination shell, the coordination number, the atomic distance and the thermal factor can be extracted from an accurate EXAFS study. Extending the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [61,62] (also known as sampling theorem) to the EXAFS case, the maximum number of optimized parameters cannot exceed the number of truly independent points ($n_{ind}$), where $n_{ind}$ is defined by the product of the sampled interval in k-space ($\Delta k$) and the interval in R-space(ΔR) containing the optimized shells:

$$n_{ind} = 2\Delta k \Delta R / \pi.$$  \hfill (5)

A careful monitoring of the fitting results is fundamental to avoid local or non physical minima of the minimization process. Analogously, correlation parameters between each couple of optimized parameters should ideally be lower than 0.8 in absolute value and should never exceed 0.9. Eq. (5) underlines the importance of acquiring the EXAFS spectrum over the largest possible k-interval. Experimental data collected up to a high maximum k-value $k_{max}$ allows to: (i) increase
As $\Delta k$ increases; (ii) reduce the correlation between $N_i$ and $\sigma_i$ parameters; (iii) increase the ability to discriminate between two close distances. The distance resolution ($\Delta r$) of an EXAFS spectrum is indeed defined from $k_{\text{max}}$ according to the relation:

$$\Delta r = \pi/(2 \ k_{\text{max}}) \ .$$

Two equally intense signals generated by the same scatterer located at $r_1$ and $r_2$ can indeed be singled out only in case the two oscillating functions $\sin(2k \ r_1)$ and $\sin(2k \ r_2)$ are able to generate at least a beat in the sampled $k$-range, and this occurs for $2k(r_1 - r_2) = \pi$. Consequentlly, in order to reach a distance resolution of $\Delta r = 0.1 \ \text{Å}$ the EXAFS spectrum has to be collected up to about 16 Å$^{-1}$. The $\Delta r$ parameter reported in Eq. (6) is the EXAFS-equivalent of the $d$-spacing parameter in diffraction experiments, obtained from the Bragg equation as $d_{\text{min}} = \lambda /[2 \sin(\theta_{\text{max}})]$, and that define the accuracy in the reconstruction of the electron density.

2.4. Advantages and drawback of the technique.

In a very concise way, we can summarize the main advantage of XAFS technique as follows:

(i) The atomic selectivity, allowing to get information from the selected atomic species only.

(ii) The accessibility to very diluted species;

(iii) The relative high penetration depth of hard X-rays makes possible experiments on samples in contact with liquid or gases. This aspect is very important in catalysis, as in situ or operando experiments can be done.

(iv) The local nature of the X-ray absorption phenomenon, limited by the photoelectron mean free path $\lambda$, see Eq. (4), does not require long range order, making liquids, gases and amorphous systems accessible to the investigation.

Using the same concise style, the main drawbacks of the technique can be summarized as follows:

(i) For most of case of real interest, laboratory X-ray sources, using the Bremsstrahlung radiation emitted by rotating anodes has a non sufficient flux and synchrotron radiation sources are needed.

(ii) Homogeneity of the sample is the main request of the technique. If the dominant fraction (larger than 90%) of the selected atomic species has the same local environment, then the coordination numbers and the bond-lengths extracted from the EXAFS data analysis are reliable. In case of presence of several phases, then it is much more critical, although not impossible, to extract quantitative information from EXAFS. In such cases the use of complementary information from independent techniques represents a fundamental approach to avoid misleading results. Examples on how to handle EXAFS data analyses when more phases are present are described in Sections 3.2.3, and 4.3. Alternatively, a way to overcome space heterogeneity of the sample, using $\mu$m-focused X-ray beams is reported in Section 7.

(iii) Owing to the large absorption of high Z-elements, see Figure 1b, the EXAFS performed on relatively light elements embedded in matrices containing high Z elements is particularly critical.

3. CuCl$_2$/Al$_2$O$_3$–based catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination.

3.1. Industrial relevance of the CuCl$_2$/Al$_2$O$_3$ system.

Nowadays, almost all the world production of PVC chloride (PVC) is based by the polymerization of vinyl chloride, which is produced by cracking of 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC), according to the following reaction:

$$\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{Cl}_2 \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{Cl} + \text{HCl} \quad (7)$$

$\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{Cl}_2$ is in turn obtained by two parallel processes, direct chlorination (8) and oxychlorination (9):

$$\text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + \text{Cl}_2 \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{Cl}_2 \quad (8)$$

$$\text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + 2\text{HCl} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{Cl}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (9)$$
The latter reaction, recycling HCl produced by the cracking of EDC, is particularly important in industrial applications because it was specifically developed to reduce the consumption of Cl\textsubscript{2} and the exit of useless product (HCl) outside the cycle, in agreement with the modern requests of chemical industry [63] that need more environmental friendly reactions. Oxychlorination of ethylene offers a significant economic benefit in two ways: firstly, it uses cheap and abundant feedstock and, secondly, it incorporates the recycling of waste HCl produced in the cracking EDC (7).

Oxychlorination reaction (9) is performed at 490-530 K and 5-6 atm using both air and oxygen in fluid or fixed bed reactors. Commercial catalysts are produced by impregnation of \( \gamma \)-alumina with CuCl\textsubscript{2} (4-8 wt% Cu). Other metal-chlorides (mainly alkaline or alkaline earth chlorides) in a variable concentration are also added in order to improve the catalytic performances, making the catalyst more suitable for use in industrial reactors. In particular, KCl is always present in the catalysts used in fixed bed technologies, sometimes together with other alkali-metal chlorides, such as CsCl, NaCl or LiCl. Rare-earth-metal chlorides such as LaCl\textsubscript{3}, added to CuCl\textsubscript{2} and KCl, are also claimed in the patent literature. MgCl\textsubscript{2} is the base additive in the catalysts used in fluid bed processes, where alkali-metal (such as LiCl) or rare-earth-metal chlorides (such as LaCl\textsubscript{3}) can also be added.

3.2. Preliminary in situ XAFS experiments.
In the 2000-2003 period Leofanti et al achieved a significant improvement of the knowledge of the undoped CuCl\textsubscript{2}/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} system [64-68]. In those studies several complementary techniques were adopted and, among them, EXAFS and XANES played a key role. Indeed the CuCl\textsubscript{2} phase is so dispersed on the \( \gamma \)-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} support that even at a loading level as high as 9 wt. % it is XRD silent [65]
This made EXAF the only structural technique available for this system. XANES was widely used to determine the oxidation state of the active phase under the different catalyst conditions. In those studies It has been proved that two different copper species are present on the activated catalyst (dried at 500 K in N\textsubscript{2} flux): a surface copper aluminate, where the copper ions are hosted in the octahedral vacancies of \( \gamma \)-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, and a highly dispersed copper chloride phase. The former phase is the only one present at low Cu loadings (up to 0.95 wt% Cu per 100 m\textsuperscript{2} support); the latter precipitates directly from the solution once that the adsorptive capacity of alumina is exhausted [66-68].

3.2.1. The determination of the Cu-aluminate phase: how to avoid possible pitfalls in the EXAFS data analysis. When using Eq. (4) to fit the experimental EXAFS data, care must be done to apply the correct structural model, i.e. to hypothesize the correct atomic species surrounding the absorbing atom that contributes to the scattering process of the photoelectron. Indeed the applied model defines the amplitude \( F(k) \) and phase \( \theta(k) \) functions used in the fit. A wrong choice of the model will result in misleading results. The case of the Cu-aluminate phase mentioned so far is didactically emblematic to discuss this matter.

The Cu-aluminate phase was evidenced on a sample loaded with only 1.4 Cu wt. % (hereafter Cu1.4) [67]. As the catalyst is prepared following the incipient wetness impregnation of a \( \gamma \)-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} with an aqueous solution of CuCl\textsubscript{2} 2H\textsubscript{2}O, two chemically reasonable possibilities are possible to model the first coordination shell around copper: (i) upon drying Cu\textsuperscript{2+} recombine with Cl\textsuperscript{−} cation forming dispersed CuCl\textsubscript{2} phase; or (ii) upon drying Cu\textsuperscript{2+} occupies the cationic vacancies of the defective \( \gamma \)-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} support. Following model (i), Cu-Cl phases and amplitudes are adopted in Eq. (4) and the fit results in the bottom curves reported in Figure 2a. Adopting model (ii), Cu-O phases and amplitudes are adopted and the fit results in the top curves reported in Figure 2a. Model (ii) is preferred for he following reasons: (a) the better quality of the fit obtained with the Cu-O model (defined by the R- and \( \chi ^{2} \)-facors); (b) the reasonable values of the optimized parameters (N = 4.8 ± 0.5; \( r_{Cu-O} = 1.92 \pm 0.02 \text{ Å} \); \( \sigma = 8.9 \times 10^{-2} \text{ Å} \)); (c) the result of the statistical F-test [69].

When comparison between the two models is made no doubt on the right model is possible; but what’s if only model (i) was consider? What’s if we were not able to put forward model (ii) form
the beginning? Having only model (i) could we realize that this is a wrong model? In this specific case the answer is yes, and we will report here two different methodological approaches that will allow to discard model (i), independently on the availability of an alternative model. The first approach consists in a simple comparison of the FT transform of the unknown material with those of model compounds, where the structural environment of the adsorbing atom is well established. Figure 2b reports the comparison between sample Cu1.4 and CuCl₂ 2H₂O model compound. The first coordination shells of Cu²⁺ in hydrated CuCl₂ exhibits two oxygens at 1.95 Å and two chlorines at 2.29 Å, responsible for the two peaks at 1.48 and 1.93 Å in the phase uncorrected FT of the EXAFS function reported as green curve. As discussed in Section 2.3, without any phase correction, i.e. performing the FT of the experimental χ(k) without considering the phase 2δ(k) + θ(k) terms inside the sinus function in Eq. (4), the peaks of the radial distribution in the R-space always occurs at shorter distances with respect to the real ones. Besides this technical aspect, it is evident that the radial distribution of sample Cu1.4 is not compatible with a Cu-Cl contribution, as it appears at a significantly shorter distance.

The second approach consists in the application of the Lee and Beni criterion [70]. This criterion affirms that when a given coordination shell of the absorbing atom A (the first in our case) is composed by only one atomic species B, located at the same distance (or with a very small spread in the distances), then the FT of the experimental χ(k) corrected by the A-B couple will result in a radial distribution function centered at the right distance and having an imaginary part that is symmetric with respect to its modulus. Performing the FT of the χ(k) of sample Cu1.4 corrected by the Cu-Cl phases we obtain the radial distribution reported in Figure 2d. The fact that the imaginary part of that phase corrected FT is not symmetrical with respect to its modulus automatically discards the model of a first shell of Cu²⁺ in Cu1.4 sample made by Cl atoms. Actually,
it discards the fact that the first shell is made by only (or mainly) Cl atoms, but it can not discard that some Cl atoms contribute (in a minority way) to the first shell signal of Cu1.4 sample. The final proofs that in the first coordination of Cu\(^{2+}\) in Cu1.4 there are only O atoms, and thus that a Cu aluminophase has been formed, is given by Figure 2d, showing that using Cu-O phases, the obtained FT has an imaginary part that is perfectly symmetrical with respect to its modulus.

3.2.2. Catalyst reactivity with the separate reactants: in situ XAFS experiments

Successively it has been shown that the active phase in ethylene oxychlorination reaction (9) is the highly dispersed CuCl\(_2\), following the three steps redox mechanism reported below [64,65]:

\[
\begin{align*}
2\text{CuCl}_2 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 & \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{Cl}_2 + 2\text{CuCl}, \\
2\text{CuCl} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow \text{Cu}_2\text{OCl}_2, \\
\text{Cu}_2\text{OCl}_2 + 2\text{HCl} & \rightarrow 2\text{CuCl}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

Eq. (10)

Eq. (11)

Eq. (12)

This redox cycle, has been determined by means of an in situ Cu K-edge XANES and EXAFS study, where the three reagents (C\(_2\)H\(_4\), O\(_2\) and HCl) have been separately dosed on the activated CuCl\(_2/\gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) at 500 K in the given order (see Figure 3). In particular, the chlorination of ethylene, Eq. (10), occurs by reduction of CuCl\(_2\) to CuCl, as testified by the red-shift of the Cu K-edge, see Figure 3a top curves. The oxidation of CuCl to an oxychloride, Eq. (11), is proved by both the opposite blue-shift of the Cu K-edge and the appearance of a low-R contribution in the |FT| of the EXAFS spectra, due to the insertion of oxygen in the first coordination sphere of Cu, see middle curves in Figure 3a and b, respectively. Finally, the catalytic cycle is closed by the re-chlorination of the oxychloride phase with HCl, Eq. (12), as demonstrated by the disappearance of the above mentioned oxygen contribution in the FT of the EXAFS spectrum, see red curve in the bottom of Figure 3b.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Three steps redox mechanism of the ethylene oxychlorination reaction, Eq. (10)-(12) followed by in situ XANES and EXAFS, parts (a) and (b), respectively. From top to bottom the effect of the separate and successive dosage of the three reagents is reported: activated catalyst before (red line) and after (blue line) ethylene interaction; reduced catalyst before (blue line) and after (green line) interaction with O\(_2\); oxidized catalyst before (green line) and after (red line) interaction with HCl. In all cases the interaction temperature was 500 K. Insets in part (a) report the derivative of the spectra reported in the main part. Unpublished figure reporting data collected at LURE DCI (EXAFS13 beam line) from Refs. [64,65]; reproduced with permission from Ref. [13], copyright American Chemical Society 2013.
The spectra shown in Figure 3a demonstrate that the oxidized and the reduced form of the catalyst are easily recognizable by XANES spectroscopy. In particular, XANES spectrum of the oxidized catalyst is characterized by an intense white line at 8995 eV, while that of the reduced catalyst shows a less intense white line at 8993 eV and exhibits a red shift of the edge of 5 eV. Even more informative are the derivative spectra (see insets), where the oxidized catalyst exhibits a strong maximum at 8988 eV and a negative peak at 8998 eV, while the reduced catalyst shows a maximum at 8981 eV.

More recently Muddada et al. [43,44,71,72] extended the works of Leofanti et al. [64-68] from the bare to the LiCl-, KCl-, CsCl-, MgCl2- and LaCl3-doped CuCl2/Al2O3 catalysts. Combining in situ XANES/EXAFS, IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO, CO chemisorption and catalytic tests performed using a pulse reactor in depletive mode authors succeeded in understanding the role of dopants (LiCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2-LaCl3) in determining the nature, relative fraction, reducibility and dispersion of Cu-phases on CuCl2/γ-Al2O3 catalysts for oxchlorination reaction (vide infra the main parts of Figure 5 for the reduction by ethylene at 500 K. Eq. (10) ). As already discussed above from the previous works it was known that in the undoped catalyst two Cu phases coexist: Cu-aluminate and supported CuCl2, being the latter the only active one [66]. In particular, the EXAFS and XANES data demonstrated the following trend in the ability of the dopant cation to compete with Cu2+ in the aluminate phase formation has been found: K+ ≤ Cs+ ≤ Li+ << Mg2+ < La3+ [44]. In particular, a fraction close to 100% of copper in the active phase is obtained by adding MgCl2 or LaCl3 dopants. Moreover, EXAFS directly, and IR indirectly, proved that the addition of KCl or CsCl (and less efficiently of LiCl) promotes the formation of mixed CuKx,Cl2+ phases, or CuCl2+ phases, so altering the chemical nature of the active phase. XANES spectroscopy indicates that addition of MgCl2 or LaCl3 does not affect the reducibility by ethylene of the active CuCl2 phase and that the reducibility of the new copper-dopant mixed chloride are in the order CuCl2 > CuLi2Cl2+ > CuKx,Cl2+x > CuCs2Cl2+x [44], (vide infra the main parts of Figure 5).

3.3. Operando experiments and criteria used to face the presence of more than one phase in the sample.

The determination of the rate determining step, among reactions (10)-(12) has been successively achieved by a time resolved XANES operando study [42,73]. The experiment was performed by feeding a cell containing a self-supported thin pellet of the catalyst with a diluted mixture of the three reagents (C2H4:HCl:O2:N2 = 100:36.1:7.6:180), representative of the fixed-bed process. In the course of the experiment the temperature was increased from 373 to 623 K and then decreased again to 373 K. Time resolved XANES spectra were collected in dispersive geometry and the catalytic activity was simultaneously analyzed with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The results of the experiment are summarized in Figure 4, part (a) for the heating step and part (b) for the cooling step of the experiment. The top curves in parts (a,b) report the evolution of the XANES spectra, while the bottom curves correspond to their first derivatives Figure 4c summarizes the evolution of the Cu3+ fraction (red, orange and magenta curves) estimated from the XANES and compared with the catalyst activity reported in terms of oxygen consumption (scattered blue dots).

The XANES spectra reported in Figure 4a,b indicate a progressive reduction of Cu2+ into Cu+ during the heating step whereas almost no changes are observed in the XANES spectra collected in the cooling step. To evaluate the Cu2+ fraction, for each spectrum along the heating or cooling step, two model spectra are needed, one for the fully oxidized catalyst and one for the fully reduced. The catalyst itself, after activation in N2 flux up to 500 K before and after reduction in C2H4 atmosphere at 500 K has been used for this purpose. Three independent methods have been used to quantify the fraction of Cu2+ belonging to the active phase on the catalyst in the i-th spectrum, \( x_i \). The first method concerns in determining the energy \( (E_i) \) position of the edge, arbitrarily defined as the energy corresponding to normalized \( \mu x = 0.5 \):

\[
x_i = (E_i - E_{Red})/(E_{Ox} - E_{Red})
\]  

(13)
where $E_{\text{Ox}}$ and $E_{\text{Red}}$ are the energy of the edge in the oxidized and reduced reference spectra respectively; and $E_i$ the position of the edge in the $i$-th spectrum. Cu$^{2+}$ fractions evaluated from this method are reported as red lines in Figure 4c.

The second method uses the intensity ($I$) of the first maximum due to the Cu$^+$ component in the derivative spectra at 8982 eV:

$$x_i = 1 - I/I_{\text{Red}}$$  \hfill (14)$$

Where $I_{\text{Red}}$ refers to the spectrum of the reduced reference. Cu$^{2+}$ fractions evaluated from this method are reported as orange lines in Figure 4c. The peak at 8981 eV has been chosen because it is the most intense feature of the derivative XANES spectra of Cu$^+$ species and it falls in a region where the Cu$^{2+}$ species have a null derivative. This method can not be translated to directly measure the fraction of Cu$^{2+}$ using the most intense Cu$^{2+}$ features at 8985 and 8992 eV, because in this region the derivative of Cu$^+$ species is still strong.

The last method consists in the simulation of the i-th spectrum as the lineal combination of the two reference spectra according to Eq. (15) [31,45,68,73]:

$$Xanes^{\text{Theo}}(E_i, x_i) = x_i Xanes^{\text{Ox}}(E_i) + (1-x_i) Xanes^{\text{Red}}(E_i)$$  \hfill (15)$$

The fraction of oxidized copper species, $x_i$, is optimized by a least squares method,

$$F(x_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left[ Xanes^{\text{Exp}}_j(E_j) - Xanes^{\text{Theo}}_j(E_j, x_i) \right]^2$$  \hfill (16)$$

**Figure 4.** Part (a): XANES spectra (top) and corresponding derivatives (bottom) of CuCl$_2$/Al$_2$O$_3$ system in ethylene oxychlorination environment, during the heating step of the experiment (from 373 K, blue curve, to 623 K, red curve, by 12 K min$^{-1}$). Part (b) as part (a) for the cooling step of the experiment (from 623, red curve, to 373 K, blue curve, by 12 K min$^{-1}$). XANES spectra have been collected each 30 s, corresponding to a $\Delta T$ of 6 K. Part (c) summarizes the results of the operando experiment (both heating and cooling steps, left and right parts, respectively), by correlating the catalyst activity, monitored as O$_2$ consumption (dotted scattered blue points, right ordinate axis) with the fraction of Cu$^{2+}$ (left ordinate axis) red, orange and magenta lines, evaluated according to methods reported in Eqs. (13), (14) and (15)-(16), respectively. Figure reporting data collected at ESRF ID24 beam line and published in Refs. [42,73]; reproduced with permission from Ref. [13], copyright American Chemical Society 2013.
where $E_j$ ($j = 1, 2, \ldots, N$) are the energies where the experimental spectra have been sampled. Cu$^{2+}$ fractions evaluated from this method are reported as magenta lines in Figure 4c. Although this last method is more time-demanding than the previous ones, it is also more accurate, as it accounts for all the points of the spectrum.

Comparing, in Figure 4c (left axis), the fraction of Cu$^{2+}$ species ($x_i$) evaluated according to methods (13), (14) and (15)-(16) for the series of spectra reported in Figure 4a,b we can conclude that in all cases the agreement among the three methods is rather good, as they provide values in relative agreement within $\pm 5\%$. It is interesting to note that the $x_i$ fraction evaluated according to method (13) has a step-like trend, because of the discreteness of the energy scale measurable with a position-sensitive detector.

Figure 5. Main parts: XANES static spectra (LURE DCI, EXAFS13 beam line) of doped samples before (grey scattered curves) and after (colored solid lines) reduction by ethylene at 500K compared with a spectrum of pure Cu$I$ chloride (dashed grey line; same curve in all frames). The insets show the results of operando experiments (ESRF ID24 beam line) reporting the evolution of the Cu$^{2+}$ fraction along the heating and cooling runs estimated from the edge shift (Eq. (13) bold colored line) and from the intensity of the maximum of the first derivative (Eq. (14) full colored line) together with the catalyst activity (scattered blue dots). Figure reporting data published in Refs. [43,44,72]; reproduced with permission from Ref. [13], copyright American Chemical Society 2013.

From the whole set of data summarized in Figure 4c the following can be commented. At the starting point (373 K) only Cu$^{2+}$ is present and the catalyst is inactive. Both O$_2$ conversion and Cu$^{2+}$ reduction start in the same temperature range (470-490 K) and progressively increase upon increasing the temperature. Cu$^{2+}$ reduction is completed at 600 K, see Figure 4c. During the cooling step, O$_2$ conversion progressively declines becoming negligible in the 490-470 K range, while the oxidation state of Cu does not change anymore. These results provide evidence that at the typical oxychlorination temperature, Cu$^+$ is the dominant phase and the rate determining step is the oxidation of CuCl, according to Eq. (11). In order to understand the low efficiency of the oxidation process, the catalyst at the end of the cooling step has been subjected to two different oxidizing treatments at increasing temperatures (373-623 K): the former with diluted O$_2$, the latter with a diluted O$_2$-HCl mixture. The first treatment causes the complete Cu oxidation already at 373 K, while the second leaves the Cu$^+$ unchanged up to 550 K, and, even at 623 K, Cu$^+$ is still present.
Authors concluded that HCl acts as poison for Cu⁺ oxidation and is responsible for the prevailing reduced state of copper during reaction [42].

The key role of potassium chloride dopant, present in the industrial catalysts used in fixed bed technologies, has been highlighted in a similar experiment [42]. It has been shown that the KCl/CuCl₂/γ-Al₂O₃ catalyst behaves differently from the base one, working in a prevailing oxidized state (Figure 5b). Combining operando XANES experiments with catalytic tests of ethylene conversion in pulse reactors and with IR experiments of adsorbed CO, it was concluded that the active phase of the KCl/CuCl₂/γ-Al₂O₃ is a mixed chloride (K₅CuCl₂x) phase [42], which reduces the ability of the active surface to adsorb ethylene and/or transfer two Cl atoms to each ethylene molecule. Although not detectable by XRD owing to too small crystal size [66], the formation of the mixed-chloride double compound, was suggested by IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO [42].

More recently, Muddada et al. [43] extended the works of Lamberti et al. [42,73] to the LiCl-, CsCl-, MgCl₂-, CeCl₃- and LaCl₃-doped CuCl₂/Al₂O₃ catalyst. Some of these results are summarized in Figure 5. Authors coupled the catalyst activity (monitored with a pulse reactor working in both non-depletive and depletive modes) with time resolved XANES spectroscopy performed under operando conditions (as done for the undoped catalyst, Figure 3 and Figure 4); they succeeded in understanding, at the atomic level, the role played by additives in the chemistry of the industrial catalyst used in the ethylene oxychlorination. Both KCl (Figure 5b), and CsCl (Figure 5c), form in reaction conditions a mixed phase with CuCl₂, which strongly modify the catalyst behaviour [43]. In particular, these additives were able to reverse the rate determining step, from the CuCl oxidation (typical of the undoped catalyst) to the CuCl₂ reduction i.e. from Eq. (11) to Eq. (10). The change in the rate determining step is a consequence of the decrease of the rate of the latter reaction, thus of the overall activity of the system. For all remaining additives (Figure 5d-f) the rate determining step remains the CuCl oxidation, as for the undoped catalyst [43], because the additive chlorides does not mix with CuCl₂, that remains the active phase.

4. Structural and electronic configuration of Cp₂Cr molecules encapsulated in PS and Na-Y zeolite and their reactivity towards CO

In the last decades many efforts were devoted to find new methods for metal incorporation and catalyst immobilization inside nanoporous scaffolds [74]. Inside of this wide field of research, the inclusion of organometallic complexes inside host frameworks gives the possibility of disparate applications such as electronic devices, optical materials or heterogeneous catalysis [75,76], assuming even more interest.

Metallocenes are organometallic substrates used to investigate potential reactivity enhancement; among them, Chromocene(Cp₂Cr) is a challenging candidate both for applicative reasons, being precursor of the well known Union Carbide olefin catalyst [77], and for theoretical causes since there is still a challenging problem in modeling open shell kind of molecules.

As well as theory has not been able to solve alone all the open questions on this topic, even the experimental approaches adopted so far to investigate properties and reactivity of these system (such as matrix isolation technique [78] and dissolution in a solvent [79,80]), suffered of some disadvantages and the results were not such in agreement with ab initio calculations. The problems consisted in the air sensitivity of the molecules of Cp₂Cr (that enforce to work in controlled atmosphere) and their tendency to form clusters, so that most of the techniques give information about the clusters and not about the isolated molecules or about the active species useful for the catalysis.

4.1. Structure of Cp₂Cr encapsulated in PS and Na-Y zeolite matrices

Estephe et al. [37,81-83] developed new strategies to obtain spectroscopic information on isolated molecules and on their reactivity, in particular towards CO. Two matrices were adopted as “scaffolds” to encapsulate and isolate molecules in their cavities:
- A non polar nanoporous Polystyrene (PS) matrix (average dimensions of pores 100 Å, high surface area $\approx 1000 \text{ m}^2\text{ g}^{-1}$) that can act as a “solid solvent” molecularly dispersing the Chromocene inside his nanopores (Figure 6a).
- A polar Na-Y Zeolite (Figure 6b), that is expected to enhance the reactivity of the hosted molecules by means of the internal electrostatic fields. In fact zeolitic voids would function as “nanoscale reaction chambers”, where the reactivity of guest organometallic complexes can provide molecular insights into the elementary steps of heterogeneous catalysis.

A systematic XAFS and IR study allowed the authors to obtain a complete structural, electronic and vibrational insight the isolated molecule and of its interaction products with CO (sent in gas phase so easily diffusing in the porous matrices) in the two different environments [37,81-83].
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**Figure 6.** Part (a): Two Cp$_2$Cr molecules, reported as Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) spheres: violet, dark grey, and light grey for Cr, C and H atoms respectively, encapsulated inside a 2D portion of PS matrix. Part (b) as part (a) where the Cp$_2$Cr molecules are encapsulated in a 3D portion of a zeolite cell (supercage cavity [84]); framework atoms are represented in the stick mode (Si and Al, light orange; O, light yellow) and Na$^+$ cations as orange CPK spheres. Part (c): modulus ($a$) of the $k^3$-weighted, phase-uncorrected, FT of EXAFS signals for Cp$_2$Cr/toluene (top grey curves), Cp$_2$Cr/PS (middle black curves), and Cp$_2$Cr/Na-Y (bottom blue curves experimental data as square dots and best fits as full lines). Part (d) as part (c) for the imaginary parts. Part (e) corresponding XANES spectra. Unpublished figure reporting data published in Ref. [37].

For both matrices, the absence of clustered Cp$_2$Cr molecules was determined by XAFS measurements. Results were compared with those obtained on Cp$_2$Cr in toluene solution (assumed as model for isolated molecules). From the $k^3$-weighted, phase-uncorrected Fourier transform (FT) of the EXAFS signals reported in Figure 6c,d (modulus and imaginary part) it is clearly evident that they are very similar. In fact they present a first-shell contribution around 1.6 Å due to 10 Cr-C SS paths and some MS contributions at higher distances but they do not show any other peak assignable to a Cr-Cr path characteristic for clusters of Chromocene molecules. Also the three XANES spectra (see Section 4.2 for a more detailed description) exhibit basically the same features confirming that the molecules are really isolated (Figure 6e). However, if we concentrate on the numerical results of the best fit for the three systems (Table 1), in the case of Cp$_2$Cr/Na-Y the molecule seems to be slightly distorted in fact we obtain a shorter mean distance $<r_{\text{Cr-C}}>$ resulting in a shift to shorter R values in FT of the EXAFS signal. The higher value of $\sigma^2$ Debye-Waller factor and the features less defined in the corresponding XANES spectrum indicate an higher heterogeneity of the species. This is assigned to different local electric fields experienced by Cp$_2$Cr molecules due to different statistical cation distribution in the supercages [84], see Figure 6b.
Table 1. Summary of the structural parameters optimized in the fit of the EXAFS data for the Cp₂Cr/toluene, Cp₂Cr/PS and Cp₂Cr/Na-Y systems. The fits run in R-space, in the 1.0-4.5 Å range. Single $S_0^2$ and $\Delta E_0$ have been optimized for all SS and MS paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cp₂Cr/toluene</th>
<th>Cp₂Cr/PS</th>
<th>Cp₂Cr/Na-Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_0^2$</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_0$ (eV)</td>
<td>0 ± 1</td>
<td>+1 ± 1</td>
<td>-4 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;r_{Cr,C}&gt;$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.169 ± 0.006 (DFT 2.201)</td>
<td>2.165 ± 0.008</td>
<td>2.11 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^2_{Cr,Cp}$ (Å²)</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.0070 ± 0.0005</td>
<td>0.010 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n^o$ variables</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{factor}$</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Determination of the electronic structure of Cp₂Cr by combined UV-Vis and XANES spectroscopies

In the same work, Estephane et al. [37] also reported a didactically instructive approach to determine the electronic structure of Cp₂Cr molecule based on the combination of UV-Vis and XANES spectroscopies.

Figure 7. Part (a): UV-Vis DRS spectra of Cp₂Cr/Na-Y before (black line) and after (red line) CO dosage (equilibrium pressure $P_{CO} = 150$ Torr). Also the spectrum of Na-Y zeolite (gray line) is reported for comparison. Part (b): rough representation of the electronic transitions and the molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions responsible of the UV-Vis and XANES spectra. Part (c): XANES spectra of Cp₂Cr/Na-Y before (black line) and after (red line) CO dosage (equilibrium pressure $P_{CO} = 150$ Torr). Also the spectrum of Cp₂Cr in toluene is reported for comparison (light gray). The inset reports a magnification of the pre-edge region. Part (d), left ordinate axis: simulated XANES spectrum of Cp₂Cr (blue) compared to experimental one for Cp₂Cr in toluene (light gray, horizontally translated to match the white line position). Right ordinate axis (as indicated by the arrows) shows the $p$ and $d$ projected DOS for the Cr atom (magenta and violet, respectively). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [37], copyright American Chemical Society (2009).
When Cp$_2$Cr is sublimed onto the Na-Y powder, the white zeolite acquires a light salmon color. As a consequence, the UV-Vis spectrum of Cp$_2$Cr/Na-Y system (Figure 7a, gray curve) is characterized by three main components centered around 21000, 30000 (responsible for the color) and 43000 cm$^{-1}$ (henceforth labeled as components I, II and III, respectively). These bands are very similar to those observed in the spectrum of chromocene in solution [85,86]. A simplified scheme of the electronic structure of Cp$_2$Cr is reported in Figure 7b. In the idealized $D_{5d}$ symmetry, the 10 π orbitals of the two Cp rings form the symmetry adapted combinations $a_{1g}$, $a_{2u}$, $e_{1g}$, $e_{1u}$, $e_{2g}$ and $e_{2u}$. Interaction of these ligand-centered orbitals with the metal 3$d$, 4$s$ and 4$p$ valence atomic orbitals of appropriate symmetry generates the molecular orbitals shown in the right side of the diagram.

The Cp$_2$Cr ground state is $3^3E_{2g}$, resulting from the $e_{2g}$, $a_{1g}$ configuration [85]. The transitions of one of the 16 valence electrons into a non-occupied molecular orbital are responsible for the observed optical spectrum (Figure 7a). Only the lowest frequency component (21000 cm$^{-1}$) has been definitely assigned in literature in terms of a $d$-$d$ transition ($^3E_{2g} \to ^3E_{1g}$, $^3E_{2g}$, $^3A_{1g}$, $^3A_{2g}$). Based on this, band I is due to an electronic transition from the HOMO to the LUMO [87-89]. The $d$-$d$ character of transition I is easily explained by considering that both the HOMO and the LUMO are primarily metal in character ($d_{xy,x2}$ for the HOMO and $d_{xz,zy}$ for the LUMO) [90]. The bands at 30000 and 43000 cm$^{-1}$ were assigned to ligand-to-metal charge transfer transitions [37]. The key feature from this investigation is that the UV-Vis spectrum of Cp$_2$Cr/Na-Y clearly indicates that Cp$_2$Cr is simply encapsulated as neutral Cp$_2$Cr molecule inside the supercages of Na-Y zeolite and no further reaction occurs, since similar spectra have already been reported for chromocene in solution [85,86] and in a frozen argon matrix [91].

Estephanie et al. [37] used the same simplified scheme also to understand the Cr K-edge normalized XANES spectrum of Cp$_2$Cr, in the approximation that the core hole generated in the Cr(1$s$) orbital by the X-ray absorption does not strongly perturb the molecular levels. The XANES spectrum of Cp$_2$Cr in Na-Y zeolite (black curve in Figure 7c), is compared to that of Cp$_2$Cr in toluene solution (solid gray curve). The spectrum of the reference sample is characterized by three main features in the pre-edge region at 5989.2, 5992.8 and 5997.7 eV (labeled A, B and C, respectively), followed by an intense and sharp white-line centered at 6008.2 eV. To allow an assignment of these features described above, the authors have performed a simulation of the XANES spectrum of the Cp$_2$Cr molecule with FEFF8.4 code [92,93]. Figure 7d compares the simulated XANES spectrum of the isolated molecule (blue) with the experimental one collected in toluene solution (light gray), properly translated to match the energy position of the white-line transition. The simulated spectrum is in a good agreement with the experimental one and is able to reproduce the energy position and the relative intensity of all the features. In Figure 7d (right ordinate axis) are also reported, on the same energy scale, the calculated projected DOS for the Cr atom. Comparison of the simulated spectrum with the projected DOS allows the assignment of the main XANES features, that can be divided in two families. At lower energy, features A and B are due to the transition between 1$s$ orbital and Cr levels characterized by a significant $p/d$ hybridization. At higher energy, C and white-line features are due to the transition of a 1$s$ electron into almost “pure” $p$ levels. On the basis of this simulation, the intense C feature is assigned to the dipole-allowed 1$s$ $ \to $ 4$p_y$ transition (see the electronic scheme reported in Figure 7b) and is consequently very sensitive to coordination and geometry variation along the z axis of the molecule [94]. For a complete assignment of features A and B, a combination of XANES (Figure 7c) and UV-Vis (Figure 7a) spectra is mandatory. The energy difference between the levels originated from the $e_{1g}$ – $d_{xz,dy}$ (LUMO) and $e_{2g}$ – $d_{xy,d_{x2-y2}}$ anti-bonding combinations is, from UV-Vis spectrum (frequency difference between band III and band II), 13000 cm$^{-1}$ (1.6 eV), a value too narrow to be resolved in the XANES spectrum owing to the core-hole broadening. The shoulder B is consequently assigned to the unresolved electronic transitions from 1$s$ to these levels. Finally, the A feature, found 3.6 eV (29000 cm$^{-1}$) below B, is assigned to the dipole-forbidden transitions from the 1$s$ to the HOMO levels. In fact, the UV-Vis spectrum reveals that the almost degenerated and partially unoccupied HOMO levels lie 21000 cm$^{-1}$ below
the LUMO level and 34000 cm\(^{-1}\) below the levels originated from the \(e_{2g} - d_{xy},d_{x^2-y^2}\) anti-bonding combinations, respectively (average value of 27500 cm\(^{-1}\), as XANES does not resolve the two final states).

The XANES spectrum of the Cp\(_2\)Cr/Na-Y system presents basically the same main features discussed so far for Cp\(_2\)Cr in toluene, corroborating the conclusion of the UV-Vis study, i.e. that Cp\(_2\)Cr is confined in the Na-Y super-cages without changes of the Cr oxidation state. However, the spectrum is less resolved, indicating a higher heterogeneity of species. This is assigned to different local electric fields experienced by Cp\(_2\)Cr molecules, due to different statistical cation distribution in the super-cages of the Y zeolite. In further detail, feature A remains basically unchanged, feature B increases in intensity, while an inverse behavior is observed for both feature C and for the white line. As the most affected feature is the C one, XANES data evidenced an appreciable structural modification of the Cp\(_2\)Cr molecule along the z axis, due to the interaction with the zeolitic walls and to the presence of strong local electric fields [95].

### 4.3. Reactivity of Cp\(_2\)Cr hosted in PS and in Na-Y zeolite towards CO: IR and XAFS results.

Estephane et al. [37] followed the interaction of CO with both Cp\(_2\)Cr/PS and Cp\(_2\)Cr/Na-Y matrix system with IR spectroscopy. In the case of PS the formation of a time-stable Cp\(_2\)Cr···CO monocarbonyl complex was demonstrated, in fact upon dosing CO at RT on the Cp\(_2\)Cr/PS system, an intense band at 1900 cm\(^{-1}\) appears in the FTIR spectrum (Figure 8a), assigned to the \(\nu(CO)\) of the Cp\(_2\)Cr(CO) complex. This band was previously observed in literature for direct addition of CO to a toluene solution but the complex formed was labile [80], so the improvement by working with a “solid solvent” matrix is clearly evident. In a successive work, Estephane et al. [83] used the EXAFS spectrum of the Cp\(_2\)Cr(CO) complex formed inside the PS matrix to validate the ab initio models predicting a triplet \(\rightarrow\) singlet spin transition in the Cp\(_2\)Cr(CO) +CO \(\rightarrow\) Cp\(_2\)Cr(CO) reaction.

![Figure 8. Part (a): FTIR spectra collected at RT on the Cp\(_2\)Cr/PS system before (black) and after (blue) dosage of C. No time evolution is observed in this experiment. Part (b): FTIR spectra collected at RT on the Cp\(_2\)Cr/Na-Y system before (black), immediately after dosage of CO (blue), after 1 h (red) and intermediate times (grey curves). The blue inset reports the structure of the Cp\(_2\)Cr(CO) complex responsible of the IR band at 1900 cm\(^{-1}\) (PS) or at 1850 cm\(^{-1}\) (Na-Y). The red inset reports the structure of the [CpCr(CO)\(_3\)]\(^{-}\), complex responsible of the IR triplet at 1893, 1773 and 1724 cm\(^{-1}\). Unpublished Figure reporting data published in Ref. [37].](image-url)
The case of Na-Y is more complex as it presents a rapid evolution in time. Upon CO addition the \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr/Na-Y} \) system in the FTIR spectrum an intense band in the \( \nu(\text{CO}) \) region at \( 1850 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) immediately appears (bold blue curve in Figure 8b), and can be assigned to a monocarbonyl complex of the type \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr(CO)} \). The red-shift of the value with respect to PS was explained by high ionic environment [37]. By waiting in time this band is progressively eroded and simultaneous three bands at \( 1893, 1773 \) and \( 1724 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (red triangles in Figure 8b) appears accompanied by a weak component at \( \sim 1980 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (red square) growing in a similar way. The evolution was interpreted in terms of an evolution of the monocarbonyl precursor into a tricarbonyl charged species \( [\text{CpCr(CO)}_3^-] \), after the loss of a Cp ring. This transformation being favored by the intense electric field present inside the zeolite’s cavities. In the same way the weak component at \( \sim 1980 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) was assigned to a fraction of \( [\text{Cp}_2\text{Cr(CO)}]^+ \) species [37].

\( k^3 \)-weighted FT of the EXAFS data and XANES spectra (Figure 9a,b) reflect the behavior observed by IR and highlight structural variations undergone by the \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr} \) molecule upon CO addition. In particular, for the \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr/PS} \) system, the modulus (top spectra in Figure 9a) exhibits an increase of the intensity and a shift toward higher R values of the first shell, and together with the numerical results of the good fit (made starting from ab initio models of a monocarbonyl specie) prove the insertion of a CO ligand and a consequent rearrangement of the Cp rings with elongation of the average \( <\text{r}_{\text{Cr-C}}\> \). It appears also an additional high R component, centered around 2.5 Å but with different phase with respect to Cr-Cp MS (see imaginary part Figure 9a), that is ascribed to the strong collinear Cr-C-O MS contributions. In a similar way the modification of all the pre-edge XANES features, confirm that the \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr} \) molecules lose their symmetry and undergo a relevant distortion after interaction with CO, see Figure 9b.

Unpublished Figure reporting data published in Ref. [37].

In \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr/Na-Y} \) system, XANES spectrum upon CO addition shows a white line intensity strongly modified and pre-edge features better resolved, suggesting a better molecular definition of the Cr species formed upon CO contact. The \( [\text{CpCr(CO)}_3^-] \) and \( [\text{Cp}_2\text{Cr(CO)}]^+ \) product species hypothesized from the IR study could justify this behaviour even if the position of the edge is almost unaltered and the two product should be characterized by a different formal oxidation state, but is possible that the charges are delocalized across the entire molecule and not localized on the Cr centre.

Combining indications obtained by previous techniques with quantum mechanical calculation we simulated the EXAFS signal of the possible products of reaction between \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr/NaY} \) and CO. Because the time of CO contact in the XAS experiment is much longer than that of IR, the initial
species \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr(CO)} \) is not expected to be detected by this technique, while only the final state with the copresence of the \( \text{[CpCr(CO)]}^3^- \) and \( \text{[Cp}_2\text{Cr-}(\text{CO})]^+ \) species is expected to be observed. We initially performed two separate fits by supposing the presence of only one of the two species but both of them gave numerical results physically unreliable (underlined values in Table 2). Therefore we tried to quantitatively evaluate their relative amounts by means of a two phases fit.

### Table 2. Summary of the structural parameters optimized in the fitting of the EXAFS data for the \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr/Na-Y} + \text{CO} \) systems. The fits were performed in R-space in the 1.0-4.5 Å range. Not optimized parameters are recognizable by the absence of the corresponding error bars. Underlined parameters evidences mathematical values of the fit that are physically not acceptable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 phase ( \text{[CpCr(CO)]}^3^- )</th>
<th>1 phase ( \text{[Cp}_2\text{Cr(CO)]}^+ )</th>
<th>2 phases ( \text{[CpCr(CO)]}^3^- )</th>
<th>2 phases ( \text{[Cp}_2\text{Cr}(\text{CO})]^+ )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_0^\pm )</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9*( x )</td>
<td>0.9*(1-( x ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \Sigma_0 ) (eV)</td>
<td>1 ± 2</td>
<td>1 ± 2</td>
<td>3 ± 1</td>
<td>3 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( &lt;t_{\text{Cr-C}&gt;} ) (Å)</td>
<td>2.193 ± 0.009</td>
<td>2.20 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.227 ± 0.006</td>
<td>2.196 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{\text{Cr-Cp}} ) (Å²)</td>
<td>0.001±0.001</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.0047 ± 0.0006</td>
<td>0.0047 ± 0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( &lt;t_{\text{Cr-CO}&gt;} ) (Å)</td>
<td>1.82 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.822 ± 0.006</td>
<td>1.893 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{\text{Cr-CO}} ) (Å²)</td>
<td>0.012 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.0000±0.0001</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n^\circ ) variables</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{\text{factor}} )</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A phase fraction parameter \( x \) has been added to the fit, weighting the signals of the species \( \text{[CpCr(CO)]}^3^- \) and \( \text{[Cp}_2\text{Cr}(\text{CO})]^+ \) by \( x \) and \( (1-x) \), respectively. Other parameters have been constrained in order to keep fixed the same number of variables optimized to 6, as for the two previous fits, so that they are directly comparable. The good quality of the fit is further appreciable in Figure 9c, and looking to the results, the \( R_{\text{factor}} \) is significantly improved and, more importantly, enforcing \( x \) value to move from 0 to 1 with 0.1 step all optimized parameters now lie within the physical acceptable ranges for in the 0.3–0.6 interval. Being the phase fraction parameter \( x \) optimized to 0.50±0.07, as confirmed by the minimum in the R-factor trend in function of \( x \) in Figure 9e, Esstephan et al. concluded that the two species are almost equi-populated [37].

Summarizing, PS and Na-Y zeolite matrices can both act as “solid solvent” for the Chromocene molecules, thus permitting the study of their interactions with simple reagents sent into the matrices in gas phase (operation that is much more difficult in the case of a liquid solution). The differences between the two matrices are reflected on the molecules encaged, slightly in term of geometry but especially in term of their reactivity. In fact, interaction of \( \text{Cp}_2\text{Cr} \) with CO in PS comports the addition of only one CO, while in the zeolite an higher, but also much more complex, reactivity is observed giving as product new charged complexes not only monocarbonyls but also \( \text{[CpCr(CO)]}^3^- \) where one Cp substituted by three CO molecules.

### 5. Organometallic complexes in solution: the \( \text{cis-[Ru(bpy)}_2(\text{py})_2]^{2+} \) case study

The structure of an organometallic complex is influenced by its ligands, so some difference are expected moving from the crystalline phase to the dispersed phase either in different solvents or after grafting on different high surface area supports. As relevant applications required dispersed organometallic complexes, the knowledge of such structures can be very important. As diffraction techniques can not be applied in such conditions, scientists uses theoretical (ab initio) and spectroscopic approaches. For the latter we will focus on EXAFS in the following.

On the methodological ground, the procedure hereinafter reported for \( \text{cis-[Ru(bpy)}_2(\text{py})_2]^{2+} \), is based on the use of DFT-optimized geometries as initial guess for the EXAFS fit, can be easily transposed to the analysis of others metallorganic complexes. Beside the validation of DFT-geometries, the analysis discussed in this Section can be regarded as an example-case of EXAFS.
refinement in complex metallorganic systems. Here, a careful path selection and grouping is fundamental to correctly model the EXAFS signal, and allows to extract the maximum information level from EXAFS characterization. Section 5.1 discuss the results of the structural refinement in a more discursive approach, while Section 5.2 treat the same matter in a more technical and advanced way and can be skipped by beginners.

5.1. Structure refinement of cis-\(\text{[Ru(bpy)}_2\text{(py)}_2\text{]}^{2+}\) in aqueous solution by EXAFS spectroscopy

Due to the complexity of the structure, more than 200 single scattering (SS) and multiple scattering (MS) paths were generated by the FEFF code. 30 main paths were selected, according to the criteria discussed in details in the Section 5.2. These paths were sufficient to properly reconstruct the overall EXAFS signal.

To limit the number of optimized variables, all paths were optimized with the same amplitude factor \((S_0^2)\) and with the same energy shift \((\Delta E)\) parameter. Moreover, both the two pyridine (py) and two bppyridine (bpy) ligands were considered as rigid molecules, whose only degree of freedom is the radial translation along the corresponding Ru–N axis. The two pairs of py and bpy ligands were assumed to behave in the same way, respectively. Consequently, the only two structural parameters optimized in the fit were the distances \(R_{\text{Ru–N(py)}}\) and \(R_{\text{Ru–N(bpy)}}\); the lengths of all the other paths were calculated starting from these two values, according to geometrical constraints imposed by the rigidity of the py and bpy units.

Concerning the Debye-Waller (DW) factors, only two parameters were optimized: \(\sigma_{\text{Ru–N(py)}}\) and \(\sigma_{\text{Ru–N(bpy)}}\)-associated with Ru–N bonds for py or bpy ligands, respectively. DW factors for SS and MS paths involving atoms of the same ligand are modeled as \(\sigma^2 = \sigma^2_{\text{Ru–N(L)}}\left(R_{\text{eff}}/R_{\text{Ru–N(L)}}\right)^{1/2}\) (where \(L = \text{py or bpy}\) and \(R_{\text{eff}}\) is the mean free length of the path). In such a way, when \(R_{\text{eff}}\) increases, the expected proportional expansion of its standard deviation \((\sigma)\) is roughly accounted. Several almost co-linear MS paths involve two N atoms of two opposite L and L’ ligands: correspondent DW factors were computed as \(\sigma^2_{\text{MS}} = \sigma^2_{\text{Ru–N(L)}} + \sigma^2_{\text{Ru–N(L')}}\).

Summarizing, the fit runs over 6 independent parameters only. A similar approach to validate a complex structure by EXAFS (previously refined by XRD of the crystalline phase or optimized via DFT-calculations), maintaining a limited number of optimized parameters, has successfully employed in the similar case of the \([\text{Ru(bpy)}_n(\text{AP})_{6-2n}]\text{Cl}_2\) (AP = 4-aminopyridine, \(n = 1, 2, 3\)) complex by Salassa et al. [96], or of \(\text{Cp}_2\text{Cr}\) hosted in different porous matrices by Estephane et al. [37,83] (and here discussed in Section 4), or for metal organic frameworks by Bonino et al. [97].

Figure 10. (a) Experimental \(k^2\chi(k)\) EXAFS spectrum of cis-\(\text{[Ru(bpy)}_2\text{(py)}_2\text{]}^{2+}\) (violet curve) compared with its best fit (magenta curve). Corresponding phase-uncorrected FT modulus (b) and (c) imaginary part. Optimized parameters of the fit are reported in Table 3.

The quality of the obtained fit in both R- and k-spaces can be appreciated in Figure 10 and is further confirmed by the very low values of both R-factor and errors associated to the fitting parameters (see Table 3). It is worth highlighting that bpy units contribute to the high-distance paths almost twice as much as the py units. Consequently, distances and DW factors were determined with a better precision for the bpy ligands. Accordingly to the lower mass, py units exhibit a DW factor higher than bpy. The nitrogen atom of the py units is located at a distance of \(2.09 \pm 0.01\) Å from Ru, hence 0.08 Å shorter than the value predicted by DFT calculations (Table 3). Also the experimental Ru–N(bpy) distances are 0.03 Å shorter than the theoretical ones. Interestingly, the
optimized $R_{\text{Ru-N(bpy)}}$ and $R_{\text{Ru-N(py)}}$ distances become equivalent taking account of the associated errors. Such a trend is characteristic of the EXAFS technique, in particular dealing with structures where several neighbor atoms of the same chemical nature are located at close distances. Here, a tendency towards equalization of the refined bond distances is commonly observed [37,83,97-99]. In conclusion, EXAFS data analysis fully confirms the overall structure optimized in the DFT calculations. Furthermore, the results reported in Table 3 are in good agreement with previous studies performed on similar ruthenium complexes [96,98,99].

Table 3. Summary of the optimized parameters in the EXAFS data fitting (Figure 10). The fits were performed in R-space in the 1.0–5.0 Å range over $k^2$-weighted FT of the $\chi(k)$ functions performed in the 2.0–14.0 Å$^{-1}$ interval. A single $\Delta E$ and a single $S_0^2$ were optimized for all SS and MS paths. Optimized bond distances are compared to the average values obtained from DFT calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>EXAFS</th>
<th>DFT optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{init}}$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{fit}}$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0^2$</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.05</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E$ (eV)</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{Ru-N(bpy)}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.073 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{Ru-N(bpy)}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.0027 ± 0.0006</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{Ru-N(py)}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.09 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{Ru-N(py)}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Advanced details on the EXAFS structure refinement of cis-[Ru(bpy)$_2$(py)$_2$]$^{2+}$ complex

In the EXAFS data, both $k^2\chi(k)$ function and its Fourier Transform in the R-space clearly show a structured signal which reflects the structural complexity of the investigated Ru-complex. As previously mentioned, the DFT-optimized geometry was used as input for FEFF8.4 code, to perform the EXAFS data analysis. Considering that all the atoms of the complex are comprised in an ideal sphere of radius ~ 5 Å, centered on the Ru atom, the calculation was limited to SS and MS paths with less than four legs and $R_{\text{eff}} < 5$ Å. In this way, more than 200 different paths, with their relative amplitudes and phases, were obtained.

Such a high number of paths is due to the low symmetry of the computed structure (geometry optimization performed without symmetry constraint). Indeed, every single path that would be obtained with a perfectly symmetric model is actually split into several slightly different paths ($R_{\text{eff}}$ variations in the order of ± 0.01 Å), due to the loss of degeneracy.

Therefore, a significant decrease in the overall number of EXAFS paths can be first obtained by re-grouping together the split paths, involving atoms in quasi-symmetric positions of the molecule. Additionally, a further reduction of the number of considered paths is achieved by excluding those having an amplitude smaller than 10% of the most intense path (the $R_{\text{Ru-N(bpy)}}$ SS path, corresponding to the N of the closest bpy unit located at ca. 2.11 Å). Hence, only 30 of the initial 200 SS and MS paths are effectively employed to model the experimental EXAFS spectrum of cis-[Ru(bpy)$_2$(py)$_2$]$^{2+}$.

Hereinafter, the specific contribution of the selected scattering paths to the overall EXAFS signal will be discussed. All paths shown below were computed using the values $S_0^2$, $\Delta E$, $R_{\text{Ru-N(bpy)}}$, $\sigma_{\text{Ru-N(bpy)}}$, $R_{\text{Ru-N(py)}}$, $\sigma_{\text{Ru-N(py)}}$ obtained from the best fit, reported in Table 3. Looking at the experimental data (see Figure 10b), three well-defined contributions localized in different regions of the R-space can be individuated, in particular in the 0.75–2.05 Å, 2.05–3.00 Å and 3.00–4.75 Å ranges. The first interval contains the first-shell Ru–N SS paths of the four ligands (4- and 2-fold degenerate contributions from bpy and py respectively, light blue curve in Figure 11a,b).
Figure 11. Different path contributions to the overall EXAFS signal of the cis-[Ru(bpy)$_2$(py)$_2$]$^{2+}$ complex. Part (a) moduli and part (b) imaginary parts of the phase uncorrected FT. All path contributions were computed using for the parameters the values obtained from the best fit (see Table 3). The bottom panels show the moduli and imaginary parts (in (a) and (b), respectively) of the phase uncorrected FT relative to the three subsets of paths involving exclusively atoms either of the bpy (purple line) or py ligands (magenta line), or mixed paths involving atoms of both ligand types. (c) Structure of py and bpy ligands indicating the atoms involved in the EXAFS paths, and the paths themselves using same color code of part (a).

In the 2.05–3.00 Å range, the Ru–C$_1$ SS and the Ru–C$_1$–N MS paths contribute (purple and violet lines in Figure 11a,b) with the following degenerations relative to bpy and py: 8 and 4 for the SS, 16 and 8 for the MS. In the MS case, the number of equivalent paths is doubled with respect to SS because the amplitude, phase and total length remain unchanged reversing the order of the atoms involved in the scattering process (Ru–C$_1$–N ≡ Ru–N–C$_1$). In the last region, corresponding to higher R-values, the Ru–C$_2$ SS (light pink curve in Figure 11a,b, degenerated over 12 atoms, 8 belonging to bpy and 4 to py) and other MS paths are present. These involve a C$_2$ atom with one or more atoms among N (magenta curve), C$_1$ or a different C$_2$ (dark pink curves in Figure 11a,b). Furthermore, a Ru–N–N MS collinear path (degeneration 6, dark blue line in Figure 11a,b) is present, which involves three pairs of N atoms in mirror position with respect to the central Ru atom.

Alternatively, the paths can also be grouped in three subsets, depending on the ligand to which each scatterer atom belongs: (i) bpy ligands only, (ii) py ligands only, (iii) both bpy and py ligands. The bottom panels in Figure 11 reports in R-space (both modulus, panel (a), and imaginary part, panel (b)) the sum of the paths belonging to the three subsets as purple, dark pink, and green curves, respectively. The sum over all the paths, including type-(i), -(ii) and -(iii) signals, is also shown for comparison (gray curve).

From the analysis of the paths contribution distinguishing on the ligand-type, the following important information emerges:

- the overall contribution of bpy paths (i) is higher than that due to py paths (ii), in agreement with the higher number of atoms contributing to the scattering process;
- the mixed contribution involving atoms of both bpy and py ligands (iii) is limited to one Ru–N–N MS collinear path, 2-fold degenerated, and can be neglected;
- in the higher R-values interval (3.00–4.75 Å), the ratio between signal amplitude of (i) and (ii) shows a remarkable change. The 2:1 ratio present in the smaller-R intervals now becomes notably higher. This could be explained considering that for the bpy units more MS paths are possible, since the atoms of two different rings linked together are involved. Furthermore, the bidentate nature of the bpy ligand is such that the Ru–N–C$_2$ angles are closer to 180° with respect to the same angles in the py ligand (see Figure 11c), and consequently the corresponding paths are closer to collinearity.
6. EXAFS study on MOFs of the UiO-66/UiO-67 family: comparison with XRPD and ab initio investigations

The recently discovered UiO-66/67/68 class of isostructural MOFs [100] has attracted great interest because of its remarkable stability at high temperatures, high pressures and in presence of different solvents acids and bases [101].

UiO-66 is obtained connecting Zr$_6$O$_4$(OH)$_4$ inorganic cornerstones with 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (BDC) as linker, while the isostructural UiO-67 material, obtained using the longer 4,4’ biphenyl-dicarboxylate (BPDC) linker [102] (Figure 12a) and Hf-UiO-66 is obtained keeping the UiO-66 linker (BDC) and substituting the Zr$_6$O$_4$(OH)$_4$ blocks with Hf$_6$O$_4$(OH)$_4$ corners (inset in Figure 12e). XRPD, see Figure 12b,e testifies the quality of the synthesis. Due to the rigidity of the framework several isostructural UiOs has been prepared and tasted for the stability and gas adsorption. Kandiah et al. [103] studied the thermal and chemical stabilities of isostructural UiO-66-X (X= NH$_2$, Br and NO$_2$) and observed the lower stability of this analogue with respect to parent UiO-66. Conversely, as documented by the thermogravimetry studies reported in Figure 12c,f UiO-67 [102] and Hf-UiO-66 [104] show thermal and chemical stability similar to that of UiO-66 and exhibit the expected surface area, as determined by low temperature volumetric N$_2$ adsorption.
isotherms (Figure 12d,g). Such a high stability is related to the fact that each Zr- (Hf-) octahedron is 12-fold connected to adjacent octahedra. This connectivity is very common for metals, resulting in the highly packed fcc structure, but it is still almost unique in MOF topologies.

The desolvation process left almost unchanged the XRPD pattern of such materials (Figure 12b): besides a gain of intensity of the basal reflections (due to the removal of the electron density inside the pores) [106-108] all peaks remains in almost the same 2θ position with small intensity changes. Conversely, an huge modification of the EXAFS spectra is obtained in all cases, see Figure 13.

![Figure 13](image_url)

**Figure 13.** k- (top panels) and R-space (bottom panels) EXAFS data collected on UiO-66, UiO-67 and Hf-UiO-66, parts (a,b), (c,d) and (e,f), respectively. Both as synthesized (or hydroxylated) and desolvated (or dehydroxylated) forms of the three different isostructural MOFs have been measured. With the exception of desolvated Hf-UiO-66 sample (collected at 573 K) remaining spectra were collected at 300 K. Unpublished figure reporting data from Refs. [100-102,104,105].

In the three hydroxylated materials, the structure determined from the Rietveld refinement of the XRPD corresponding patterns resulted in a straightforward interpretation of the complex EXAFS signals, see first three columns in Table 4. The dramatic modification undergone by the EXAFS spectrum upon dehydroxylation (see Figure 13) makes the data analysis not so straightforward. In the case of UiO-66 (see Figure 13b, but similar effects are observed in the two other cases) the changes are basically explained in terms of three main effects: (i) small contraction of the first M-O shell (M = Zr or Hf) accompanied by a small decrease in coordination (erosion of the shoulder around 1.9 Å); (ii) relevant distortion of the second shell contribution showing a maximum that moves from 3.17 Å to 2.91 Å, with a shoulder at 3.41 Å, thus reflecting an important splitting of the R_M1 distances of the octahedron sides; (iii) the almost complete disappearance of the weak contribution around 4.7 Å, due to the M-M SS signal of the octahedron diagonal (R_M2). For the three cases, differently to the hydroxylated cases, the 3D model obtained from the Rietveld refinement of XRPD data in the highly symmetric *Fm-3m* space group was inadequate to simulate the experimental datum. The origin of this failure was, obviously due to the inability of the model to account for two different R_M1 and R_M2 distances. For both UiO-66 [101] and UiO-67 [102] cases, the failure of the XRPD model was overcome by using the optimized geometry obtained by ab initio periodic calculations.

The inorganic cornerstones of the as synthesized materials are perfect M₆(OH)₄O₆ octahedron (see model in Figure 14b), with 6 equivalent M at the vertex, 12 equivalent M-M1 sides and 3 equivalent and M-M2 diagonals. Upon desolvation 2 structural water molecules are lost per cornerstone unit (Figure 14a), that evolves from M₆(OH)₄O₆ to M₆O₆ [101,102,104,105] The new M₆O₆ octahedron compressed (2 opposite vertexes approaching, see model in Figure 14c) resulting in the shortening of 8 of the 12 edges, and the elongation of the other 4 edges. To take into account this variation we simulated the EXAFS contribution
with two independently parameterized paths fixing for the degeneration a ratio of 1/3 and 2/3 with respect to the case of the single contribution. For the three systems, this combined XRPF, EXADS and DFT approach allowed a full interpretation of the EXAFS data in both hydroxylated and dehydroxylated forms [101,102,104,105]. Please note that IR spectroscopy was determinant to confirm this model as allowed to observe the disappearance of the O-H stretching band in these materials.

Figure 14. Part (a): Stick and ball representation of the dehydroxylation undergone by the inorganic M₆O₆(OH)₄ cornerstone upon thermal treatment at 300 °C in vacuo resulting in a distorted M₆O₆ cluster (M =Zr or Hf). Red, blue and cyan colors refer to M, O and H atoms, respectively. Part (b): Stick and ball representation of the perfect M₆ octahedron, showing 12 equivalent R₃M₁ sides and 3 equivalent R₂M₂ = √2 R₃M₁ diagonals. Part (c): Stick and ball representation of a squeezed M₅ octahedron. The 12 sides are now split into 4 in-plane long M₁M₂ sides and 8 prismatic short M₁M₆ sides, while the 3 diagonals evolve into 2 in-plane long M₃M₈ and 1 orthogonal short M₄M₇ diagonals. For clarity, O atoms are omitted in parts (b) and (c). Unpublished Figure.

Table 4. Summary of the EXAFS refinement obtained on the hydroxylated and dehydroxylated forms of UiO-66, UiO-67 and Hf-UiO-66. Parameters without error bars were not optimized. The EXAFS refinement of the hydroxylated materials was obtained using as input model the optimized structure from Rietveld refinement of the corresponding XRPD patterns. The EXAFS refinement of the dehydroxylated materials was obtained using as input model optimized ab initio calculations for the hydroxylated of UiO-66. With this approach the coordination number (N) of each contribution is fixed by the model stoichiometry. Refinement of the experimental amplitude is done by optimizing the overall amplitude factor S₀² only. The fitting of the higher shells was possible only adopting the axial compressed model of the M₆O₆ octahedron represented where eight octahedron sides R₃M₁ are split into eight short prismatic distances (R₃M₁, N=8/3) and four long planar ones (R₄M₄, N=4/3) and where the three diagonals R₂M₂ are split into a short axial diagonal and (R₃M₆, involving two M atoms out of six; N=1/3) and two long planar diagonals (R₃M₆, involving four M atoms out of six; N=2/3); Figure 14c. Unpublished table, reporting data from Refs. [100] [101,102,104,105].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hydroxylated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dehydroxylated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-factor</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆K (Å⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.0-18.0</td>
<td>2.0-16.2</td>
<td>2.0-16.0</td>
<td>2.0-16.0</td>
<td>2.0-15.0</td>
<td>2.0-15.0</td>
<td>2.0-15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆R (Å)</td>
<td>1.0-5.3</td>
<td>1.0-5.3</td>
<td>1.0-5.3</td>
<td>1.0-5.3</td>
<td>1.0-5.3</td>
<td>1.0-5.3</td>
<td>1.0-3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indip. points</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. variables</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆E₀ (eV)</td>
<td>5 ± 1</td>
<td>1 ± 1</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>5 ± 1</td>
<td>1 ± 1</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₀²</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₃M₁ (Å)</td>
<td>2.087 ± 0.008</td>
<td>2.12 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.12 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.06 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.096 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.06 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₃M₂ (Å)</td>
<td>0.0036 ± 0.0009</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₄M₄ (Å)</td>
<td>2.235 ± 0.008</td>
<td>2.26 ± 0.011</td>
<td>2.25 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.221 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.249 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.19 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₃M₆ (Å)</td>
<td>0.0074 ± 0.0008</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.007 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₅M₅ (Å)</td>
<td>3.19 ± 0.02</td>
<td>3.40 ± 0.06</td>
<td>3.23 ± 0.06</td>
<td>3.17 ± 0.04</td>
<td>3.15 ± 0.04</td>
<td>3.22 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₆M₆ (Å)</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.012 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.014 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₇M₇ (Å)</td>
<td>3.511 ± 0.007</td>
<td>3.512 ± 0.006</td>
<td>3.510 ± 0.005</td>
<td>3.35 ± 0.01</td>
<td>3.365 ± 0.015</td>
<td>3.31 ± 0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₈M₈ (Å)</td>
<td>0.007 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.0042 ± 0.0004</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₉M₉ (Å)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.74 ± 0.02</td>
<td>3.80 ± 0.03</td>
<td>3.45 ± 0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²(M₁)(Å²)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₃M₁ (Å)</td>
<td>4.99 ± 0.04</td>
<td>4.95 ± 0.03</td>
<td>4.964</td>
<td>4.14 ± 0.07</td>
<td>4.15 ± 0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²(M₂)(Å²)</td>
<td>0.010 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₃M₃ (Å)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.30 ± 0.04</td>
<td>5.46 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²(M₃)(Å²)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summarizing, EXAFS spectroscopy allowed to detect the evolution from \( \text{M}_6(\text{OH})_4\text{O}_4 \) to \( \text{M}_6\text{O}_6 \) (\( \text{M} = \text{Zr} \) or Hf) of the inorganic cornerstones of UiO-66, UiO-67 and Hf-UiO-66 MOFs occurring in the desolvation process, that escaped XRPD detection. On Zr-UiO-66 and Zr-UiO-67, period calculations performed with CRYSTAL code \[109\] at DFT level of theory support EXAFS data.

7. Applications of X-ray micro beam: electroabsorption modulated laser for optoelectronic devices

Synchrotron radiation X-ray micro- and nano-beams are emerging characterization tools with broad implications for science, ranging from solid state physics to structural biology. In the last years space-resolved characterization at the (sub-)micrometric scale was made possible by the exponential increase in X-ray brilliance at III generation synchrotron radiation sources and by the impressive improvements in X-ray focusing devices \[110\]. In the field of materials characterization, they are becoming a key tool for the space-resolved determination of structural (XRD) \[111-114\] and electronic (XANES/EXAFS) properties \[115,116\] and for chemical speciation (XRF) \[117-120\] of nano-structured or composite materials.

Figure 15. Part (a): Optical micrograph of the InP substrate patterned with \( \text{SiO}_2 \) stripes which allow SAG growth. Part (b): \( k^2 \)-weighed, phase uncorrected, Fourier Transform modulus and imaginary part of Ga and As K-edges, performed in the SAG region. For the fit a co-refinement approach was adopted. Part (c): As part (b) for the FIELD region. Unpublished Figure reporting data published in Ref. \[116\].

In particular synchrotron radiation micro-/nano-beams can also be successfully employed to study devices based on nanostructured inorganic materials. An interesting example is represented by the electroabsorption modulated laser (EML) \[121,122\]. Indeed, nowadays heterostructures based on quaternary III-V semiconductor alloys are widely used in optical communication systems. Advanced optoelectronic devices often require the integration of two different functions in the same chip: excellent results in the development of monolithic integration have been reached with the Selective Area Growth (SAG) technique \[123,124\]. SAG exploits the perturbation of the growth fluxes induced by a dielectric mask: when the metallorganic precursors collide with the dielectric mask, they are deflected and they can migrate through the unmasked semiconductor where the growth can start. In this way the reactive species coming from the gas phase are enriched by those deflected by the mask: the result is a variation in composition and thickness of semiconductors grown near (SAG region) and far (FIELD region) from the mask (see Figure 15a). The EML, obtained by monolithic integration of an electroabsorption modulator (EAM) with a distributed feedback laser (DFB), is one of the most promising applications of SAG. A voltage modulation applied to the EAM switches it between an opaque and a transparent state by means of the Stark effect and ensures the modulation of the DFB laser emission, allowing long-distance communications (up to 80 km) at high frequency (10 Gb/s).

Mino et al. \[116\] investigated a SAG EML device based on \( \text{Al}_{xw}\text{Ga}_{yw}\text{In}_{1-xw-yw}\text{As} / \text{Al}_{xb}\text{Ga}_{yb}\text{In}_{1-xb-yb}\text{As} \) (compressive-strained well / tensile-strained barrier) MQW structures grown on InP by metallorganic vapor phase epitaxy. They reported reported \( \mu \)-EXAFS spectra acquired at the ESRF ID22 beamline employing a pair of Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) mirrors to reach a beam size of 1.7 \( \mu \)m (vertical) \( \times \) 5.3 \( \mu \)m (horizontal), which allowed them to study in a space resolved way the atomic local environment in the SAG and FIELD regions.
Table 5. Summary of the parameters optimized in the fitting of the EXAFS data (Figure xxb–c) on the SAG and FIELD regions (see Figure 15). A co-refinement approach on As and Ga K-edges was adopted Unpublished Table reporting data published in Ref. [116].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SAG</th>
<th>FIELD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{As-Ga}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.469 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.463 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{\text{As-Ga}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>0.021 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.015 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{As-In}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.60 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.60 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{\text{As-In}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>-0.02 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-0.02 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{As-Al}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.49 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.48 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{As-Ga}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{As-In}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.007 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{As-Al}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.010 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By performing a combined fit of Ga and As K-edges spectra (see Figure 15b–c and Table 5), they observed a stretching of the As-Ga first shell bond distances and a contraction of the As-In first shell distances with respect to the binary compounds InAs and GaAs. These distances are in agreement with experimental [125] and theoretical [126] data on strained In$_{0.60}$Ga$_{0.40}$As alloys on InP. Moreover they noticed that $\Delta R_{\text{As-Ga}}$ is higher in the SAG then in the FIELD region and an higher structural disorder (monitored by the $\sigma^2$ values) is observed in the SAG region, however the quality of the data resulted in too high error bars that did not allow them to reliably discriminate between SAG and FIELD regions (see Table 5).
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[87] Note that the scheme is not strictly rigorous. The electronic transitions should be expressed in terms of group theory, once that all the possible excited configurations have been taken into account. The arrows representing bands \( I \), \( II \) and \( III \) have to be considered only as simplified way to illustrate which electron is undergoing a transition and towards which type of molecular orbital. Notwithstanding the lack of a rigorous language, Figure 7b has the advantage to show in an easy way and with a single scheme the origin of both the optical absorptions and the XANES features of CrC₇ molecules. This scheme represents one of the few attempts in literature to match the information obtained with these two techniques.


